
Below, please find the very scant details of those who played for 
the ‘Under 14’ XI Cricket team at Limavady Grammar School.  
This is all the information we have from 1948 up to and 
including the 1958 season.  If the reader has any information we 
could use to help build up these teams, we would be very 
pleased to hear from you and of course photographs are always 
greatly appreciated.  Thank you. 
 
As with the other sports featured in this archive, the number 
preceding the pupil name is the school registration number of 
that particular pupil.  If the number does not appear then that is 
either because there is no surviving report in school detailing 
that pupil’s activities or the activity is not recorded on their 
report.  The only other information we have therefore is taken 
from the school magazine, Roesian. 
 
Words in italics are taken directly from Roesian. 
 
 
 
 
Boys  Cricket 
“Under 14” XI 
 
1948   

Thomas Allen (Captain) 
 
‘The Under 14‟s and Under 15‟s played two matches each and 
both show considerable promise.’ 
 
‘We are indebted to the Limavady Cricket Club for allowing us the 
use of their ground for practices and matches.’ 
 
1949 
 
1950 
 
1951 
 808 Eidwin F Mullan 
 
1952 
 808 Eidwin F Mullan 
 



1953 
 
1954 
 
1955 
 
1956 
 
1957 
  
1958 
 
  Burley 
  Glenn 
  R Kennedy 
  McCaughey 
  McQuillan 
 
„The “Under 14” XI had only one game and this they won very 
convincingly, proving that there is ample talent for the senior team 
in years to come.‟ 
 
‘10th May “Under 14” XI v. Foyle at Limavady 
This was the first “Under 14” game Limavady had ever played and 
they gave a very good account of themselves.  Playing on the 
senior wicket, their rate of scoring was the envy of the 1st XI – the 
first 60 runs came in 40 minutes.  The running between wickets 
was fast, though faulty judgement led to three run-outs.  The 
fielding was keen and altogether this was the most attractive game 
of the season for spectators.‟   


